Media and Interview Policy

Thank you for your interest. Please review the following Media and Interview Policy. We appreciate
your desire to learn more about Eva’s message and the CANDLES mission. We try our best to
accommodate as many interviews as possible. However, due to the high volume of requests, we
must be selective in which interviews we can provide.
Students: To preserve Eva’s energy, we can only permit a limited number of student interviews for
classes and projects. Please visit the CANDLES website to read about Eva and the museum. Many
students find the information they need through these resources.
Please refer to the following guidelines and procedures when requesting an interview with Eva Kor
or CANDLES. Be aware that you will be asked to uphold the CANDLES media and interview
policies when conducting any interviews with Eva and/or members of the CANDLES organization.
• As a 501(3)(c), Eva and CANDLES cannot answer questions about politics/political
affiliations.
• To maximize the use of available time and energy, we request that you provide your
interview questions in advance.
• Please do not exceed the allotted interview time. We must be very conscious of Eva’s health
and energy.
• A CANDLES staff member will be present in all interviews with Eva Kor.
• Eva’s schedule fills up quickly and far in advance, so we apologize that we won’t always be
able to provide interviews with short notice. In an effort to limit Eva’s travel, you may be
asked to hold the interview at the CANDLES Museum in Terre Haute, IN.
• Please fill out the CANDLES Interview Request From and a member of the CANDLES
staff will review your request.
For interviews with Eva Kor: We highly recommend you understand Eva’s story before you
interview her. This helps optimize your interview time by allowing Eva to focus on the specific
topic(s) you would like to hear.
You can learn about Eva through the following materials:
• Eva’s book Surviving the Angel of Death: The Story of a Mengele Twin in Auschwitz
• The award-winning documentary Forgiving Dr. Mengele
• The Eva Kor section of the CANDLES website
• Visiting CANDLES Holocaust Museum and Education Center in Terre Haute, IN
• Attending one of Eva’s presentations at the museum or at an external speaking engagement

